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Yogurt Soju Cocktail Recipe A yogurt cocktail might sound crazy if you're new to soju,
but yogurt soju is popular in Korea and all over Asia. Both yogurt and soju go well with
the fiery aspects of Korean cuisine, so it makes sense that they'd be mixed by Koreans.
But be careful, as the most common complaint about yogurt soju is that it's so easy to
drink that you're drunk before you know it.
Prep Time: 5 minutes
Total Time: 5 minutes
Ingredients:
* Soju
* Asian Yogurt Drink*
* Lemon/Lime Soda (Sprite or 7up are popular)
Preparation:
1. Using 1 part soju, 1 part yogurt drink, and 1 part soda, pour all ingredients into
stainless steel shaker full of ice to chill.
2. Pour and enjoy.
*Asian yogurt drinks are milk-based drinks and are watery compared to American
yogurt. You can try an American yogurt drink if you don't have access to the Korean
yogurt, as long as it's not too thick. You can use the plain (regular) flavor, but people do
use the peach, strawberry, and other fruit varieties as well.
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Shochu is a clear spirit made by distilling barley, rice, sweet potatoes, black sugar, or
even more exotic ingredients like milk or pumpkin. It's served diluted with water, with
fruit juice, or on the rocks, and typically has about 25 percent alcohol, making it stronger
than sake but weaker than some spirits.
================================
Shochu Margarita
2 ounces Shochu
1/2 ounce Cointreau
1 1/2 ounces fresh lime juice
Mix and pour into a salt-rimmed margarita glass. Garnish with lime wedge.
==========================
Shochu Strawberry Margarita
1 1/2 ounces Shochu
1/2 ounce strawberry liqueur
1 1/2 teaspoons Cointreau
1 1/2 ounces fresh lime juice

Mix all in blender with ice. Pour into a salt-rimmed margarita glass and garnish with a
fresh strawberry.
========================
Shochu Gimlet
2 ounces Shochu
1/2 ounce fresh lime juice
Mix together and garnish with a lime wedge.
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Apple Soju Cocktails yield: Makes 8 drinks
active time: 10 min total time: 40 min
* 1 Pink Lady or Granny Smith apple
* 2 cups soju or sake
* 5 cups chilled tonic water (40 fluid ounces)
* 8 lime wedges
=========================
* Equipment: an adjustable-blade slicer fitted with 1/4-inch julienne blade
Preparation
Cut apple into matchsticks with slicer, discarding core, then put in a pitcher and stir in
soju. Let macerate, covered and chilled, at least 30 minutes.
Fill 8 (12-ounce) double Old Fashioned glasses with ice. Strain about 1/4 cup soju into
each glass, then add some apple pieces to each glass. Top off drinks with tonic and
serve with lime wedges.
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Grapefruit Soju Cocktails Makes 10 drinks active time: 25 min total time: 25 min
Soju, a favored alcoholic beverage in Korea, is generally served chilled, straight from
the fridge. Soju's neutral flavor also makes it a great mixer. It's especially delicious—
some might say dangerously drinkable—with tart grapefruit juice and fizzy club soda.
* 1 tablespoon superfine granulated sugar, or to taste
* 1 quart strained fresh pink grapefruit juice (from about 8 large grapefruit), chilled
* 1 cup soju (sometimes called sochu), sake, or vodka, chilled
* Club soda or seltzer, chilled
Preparation
Stir 1 tablespoon sugar and 1/8 teaspoon salt into juice until dissolved. Stir in soju and
add sugar to taste.
Pour over ice in tall 8- to 10-ounce glasses (about 1/2 cup grapefruit mixture per glass)
and top with a splash of club soda.

note: Grapefruit mixture, without soju, can be made 4 hours ahead and chilled. Add soju
to mixture just before serving.
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
When drinks say one part that equals to One ounce = one shot.
If drinks are mixed 3 to 1, that would mean 3 parts other liquid to 1 part alcoholic
beverage
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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Soju Large recipe
-----------------------4 parts yogurt
3 parts sprite
2 parts soju
Lemon Soju
---------------Lemon soju might just be the most popular of the flavored soju drinks that you can have
at Korean bars and clubs. For lemon soju, I use a little less than a 2:1 (soju:other stuff
ratio), which makes it a bit stronger tasting than my other soju recipes. Using fresh
lemon juice and lemonade concentrate/powder does the trick and masks the real (awful)
soju flavor. Some recipes call for lemon-lime juice, but I find this makes the concotion a
bit too sweet. Try it out and see what you think.
RECIPE INGREDIENTS:
1 cup soju
1 cup tonic
two handfuls of ice
3 tsp frozen lemonade concentrate or lemonade powder
squeeze lemon juice
RECIPE STEPS:
Blend the ice. Add the rest of the ingredients and blend a bit more. Serve in shot
glasses or regular (small) glasses.
Serving Size: 3-6
Preparation Time: 10 minutes

